Has your community received its RRC Baseline Report?

- YES
- NO

That is ok! Even though you have not been evaluated we encourage you to continue on working on items through Trello that have been identified by you or your RRC planner to begin making progress toward RRC certification.

Great! Have you passed a second resolution to continue in RRC and have up demonstrated progress toward RRC Certification?

- YES
- NO

Oh no! In order to be considered for RRC TA, you must demonstrate you have made progress toward missing criteria identified in the RRC baseline Report.

Do you have a planning consultant under contract?

- YES
- NO

Don’t sweat it! We would be happy to help you reach your goal toward RRC certification. Let’s talk! Depending on your need we have vetted providers that can assist you on completing those best practices that may require more attention. Call or email your planner to start this conversation.

Great! We would be happy to work on developing a scope with your planning consultant to help you get closer to RRC certification. Call or email your planner to get started.